
Dear Blossom Families,

We are so proud of all our knowledgeable germ
experts! In only two weeks the Blossoms have added
a collection of complex terms to their repertoire.
During recent free play explorations and circle time
discussions we heard vocabulary such as, “microbes,
microscope, and virus.” The Blossoms observed
germs through a microscope, explored how germs
spread, and practiced hygiene routines. The germs
growing in our petri dishes (plates), which were
exposed to swabs from different areas of the
classroom, continue to shock us. If you ever need a
little extra motivation to coax your Blossom into the
bathtub, show them the image below of bacteria
from hair that was washed the night before and hair
that was not washed the night before. Wow!

This month we also dove into our body systems
study. So far, we have covered the skeletal, muscular,
and digestive systems. We feel so fortunate to have
welcomed several Blossom parents into the
classroom to share their healthcare expertise. Taylor,
Opal’s mom, shared the importance of sunscreen
with Blossoms and showed them how she helps
patients remedy wrinkles. Matt, Maya’s dad, showed
us how he helps patients take care of their bones and
muscles after an injury. Thank you again!

Questions to ask your germ buster:
- What are microbes? How can we see them?
- How can we stop bad germs (microbes) from

spreading?
- What was the most interesting specimen you

observed under the microscope?
- Are all germs bad? How can bacteria help us?

- How do viruses make us sick or take over a
cell?

- Can you teach your family the songs you
learned about the skeletal system or
digestive system?

As our body study continues into April, we will
focus on the circulatory system–it is always
amazing to see the connections Blossoms make
from learning about white blood cells and the
immune system while studying germs to the larger
process of circulation–respiratory system, and
nervous system. We are looking forward to the
hands-on learning dissecting a heart provides and
creating functional models of our lungs and
diaphragm among other explorations. We will
wrap-up the study with a week of healthy habits to
apply everything we have learned!

We are so grateful to you for sharing your creative,
kind, curious, clever, capable, caring children with
us this year!

We wish you well,
Emily, Rachel, Kinderoo & Joey




